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MemphisResidents LobbyforGLBT
Triang
VOLUME: 1 SSUE:

by Rebekah Hart
Tennessee
Equality
Project
(TEP)
hosted
the
annual
"Ad—
vancing
Equality
Day"
in
Nash—
villeonFeb.were21.ableSeveralMemphis
residents
totravel
to the
state
capital
in
order
to
lobby
for
GLBT—friendly
laws.
LobbyistsPerforming
met at 8 a.m.
atCen—
the
Tennessee
Arts
ter for coffee,
socializing
and
preparation
for
the
event.
Shortly
thereafter,
various
members
of
TEP
spoke
to
the
50
citizens
who
attended
in order toLarry
lobby.Turner of
Representative
the Tennessee General Assembly

Equal nghts in Nashville —

struggle for advancement. "The were able to meet with Cooper— _
voting box is ours. The capital is Young district representative
ours. By being here, you‘re agi— Henri E. Brooks. In a dishearten—
ing meeting, Brooks stated that it
tating reprentatives. Without agi—
tation, society will not be clean." is difficult for her to vote in the
Following Larry Turner‘s interest of the GLBT community
speech, professional lobbyist for because of her base supporters.
Representing the Cooper—
TEP Jenny Ford spoke. "By be—
ing here today, you are showing — Young district for 16 years, she
yourwillingness to fight for your stated multiple times that her base
own freedom and are flexing is predominantly African—Ameri—
your political muscles beyond can, lower—class citizens, and that
so as not to lose her seat, she must
the voting box."
Those in attendance sepa— vote in a manner to properly rep—
ratedinto their respective vot— resent these constituents.
When lobbyists pushed fur—
ing districts to immediately and _
— ther for GLBT representation in
hungrily begin lobbying.
Lobbyists from Memphis the Cooper— Young district, espe—
were able to thank various rep— cially with the Memphis Gay
presented aspeech V01c1ng hlS sup—
1 ——
fortheir continu— —andLesbianCommunityCenter—
convmcedthose attendmgthat thelr ous support regarding GLBT being within her district, she
issues, including Steve Cohen. again stated that the representa—
lobbying does not go unnoticed.
During the meeting with Rep. tion of the GLBT community is
"Voting in the manner I do
Cohen, he interestingly re— — not predominant enough for her
doesn‘t make my life more diffi—
vealed his interest in running to completely support GLBT—
cult—I feel free," Turner stated
for Congress and requested friendly laws when voting.
concerning his "non—conven—
During the last voting proce—
support from the GLBT com—
tional" position on GLBT issues.
dure concerning the Tennessee
munity.
Continuing his speech, Turner
Following the meeting with marriage amendment, Brooks
remained adament concerning the
Cohen, Memphis consituents abstained.
need for equal rights and TEP‘s

My Coming Out Story
Editors Note: As part ofits com— she would change our lives.
She invited me to future shows
mitment to the GLBT community,
Triangle Journal is presenting this but I always had a reason for not
as thefirst in a proposedfirst—per— going. I knew thatif I continued to
see her, that I wouldn‘t be able to
son series of coming out stories.
hide the feelings exploding inside
me.
by Autumn Falconer
Aug. 30, however, I gave in and
went with some friends to one of
It‘s funny how one moment can
her shows. I barely talked to her but
change your life forever, unknow—
was completely consumed by her.
ingly changing many other lives at
The next evening I was back at
the same time. For me, it was the
another show and no longer will—
summer of 2003.
ing to fight the amazing feelings I
Walking into the Saucer, I look
had. I joined her after the gig—my
on stageand see the woman who
entire evening wrapped around her
would help me find me. Introduc—
every movement.
tions were made as our eyes met
While at 152 listening to Nation,
and we reached out for the other‘s
I grabbed her, pulled her close, and
hand.
5
kissed her. (Joined me in the Baz
The world stopped. At least un—
Luhrman version of Romeo &
til my friend making the introduc—
Juliet when they run into the eleva—
tions introduced her to my
tor and have their first kiss.)
husband.
We looked at each other; she
Reality slapped me in the face as
I turned to see his face. Looking at
Continued on page 13
each other, he and I both knew that

IP
IP
Assemby tor equalrights tor the GLBTcommunity.
_
In addition to meeting with gap-”between the Tennessee
Brooks and Cohen, constituents GLBT community and its legis—
were able to meet with Repre— lators as well as professionally
sentatives Beverly Marrero, lobby for gay friendly laws.
For more information on as—
Paul Stanley, Kathryn Bowers
sisting with TEP events or how
and Curtis Person, Jr.
TEP is a non—profit organi— to contact your representatives,
zation attemping to bridge the visit the TEP website at tnep.org

4th Annual Bachelor/Bachelorette
Auction Set for March 25
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian atmosphere the center is looking
Community Center will host its to capture.
fourth annual Bachelor and
In addition, the format of the
Bachelorette Auction on Sat., auction haschanged. This year, in
addition to the bachelors and
Mar. 25, at 7:30 p.m.
The B&B Auction is one of the bachelorettes normally auctioned
community center‘s most success— at the event, the planning commit—
ful fundraising events. The event tee has lined up at least one
consists of a variety of community couple and a drag queen to be
members who volunteer to be auc— auctioned.
The idea is to provide some—.
tioned off. However, the planning
committee is excited about some of thing for everyone.
the changes to this year‘s event.
"We‘ve felt like we‘ve missed
First, the event will be staged out on the participation of happily
at Quetzel‘s Café at 668 Union coupled community members in
Ave. By day, the venue is a hot past years, said event chairperson
new internet café. By night, the Charlie Weatherall. "By auction—
facility lends itself to the upscale ing off a couple this year, we

hope to broaden the participation. .
A couple now has the option to
purchase another couple for a
double date. Hopefully this will
prove a viable option and elimi—
nate any possible awkwardness,"
Weatherall said.
Each person or couple who are
auctioned off will come with a
prize pack as well. A variety of
dinners, theatre tickets, etc., have
been donated as potential date ac—
tivities. As a winning bidder, you
not only receive the person on
whom you bid, but also every—
thing you‘ll need for the date.
Cash, checks and credit cards
will be accepted for payment.

Welcome S.PI.T. Tournament
Participants!

Editor‘s
MASTHEAD OF HONOR
:
The Board of Directors of
Memphis Gay & LesbianCommunity Center
and the staff of the Triangle Journal
appreciate these donors who have helped
underwrite theCommunity Center‘s assumption of the paper.
HONORARY PUBLISHERS ($1000+)
ALLEN COOK and JOHN STILWELL
—

HERB ZEMAN
STEVE SOLOMON

HONORARY MANAGING EDITORS ($500—$749)
BLUE SUEDE BEARS
HONORARY GENERAL MANAGERS ($250—
$499)
—
GARY COOK
MARTY KATZ
LEN PIECHOWSKI
RON GRAY
FRIENDS OF WATSON ON HER BIRTHDAY
HONORARY COLUMNISTS ($100—$249)
WILL BATTS & CURTIS PETTY
DAVID FLYNN
PAUL KELLY
TOMMY SIMMONS
HONORARY REPORTER ($50—$99)
PATRICIA PRIMROSE
*It‘s—not too late to join this group of supporters.
Forinformation contact Marty Katz at 289—4626 or
send an e—mail to treasurer@mglcc.org.

Journal”;
* ‘Theeditorial goal of Triangle Journal, the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center, is{@c
the contributions of the rainbow community in Memphls and the

Editorial Policy of. Triangle

Mid—south. We are committed to providing information on issues
of interest to our community on both the local and national levels.

Notes

Jewel of America, Pride of Africa,
Champion of Our People Will be Missed

that I should not be talking about. and poli—
the rights of lesbian and gay cae s
The voice of the First Lady people and I should stick to the were un—
of the Civil Rights Movement issue of racial justice, but I has— just and
went silent on Jan. 31, 2006. ten to remind them that Martin un wor—
And the hearts of all people of Luther King Jr. said, ‘Injustice thy of a
good will are broken.
anywhere is a threat to justice free so—
Tomes will be written about everywhere." I appeal to every— ciety and
the contributions of Coretta one who believes in Martin must be
Scott King to the civil rights Luther King Jr.‘s dream to make opposed
movement. She understood the room at the table of brother— and by
all
I
power of nonviolence as intrin— sisterhood for lesbian and gay Americans who believe in de—
— sic to the Christian faith even be— people."
mocracy."
fore Martin did. She walked at his
"Homophobia is like racism
As is often the case with our
side from Selma to Montgomery. and anti—Semitism and other brave heterosexual heroes and
Without flinching, she resolutely forms of bigotry in that it seeks heroines, her stand on our be—
stared hatred in the eyes during to dehumanize a large group of half put her at odds with many
the national tragedy that was his people, to deny their humanity, in her community. It even did
assassination. For almost 40 years _ their dignity and personhood," so with some in her own fam—
afterward, she gracefully held Mrs. King stated as the 30th ily, including the daughter who
firm to her commitment to equal anniversary of her husband‘s eulogized her! The effect of op—
rights for all people. And that in— murder approached. "This sets pression is an insidious disease.
cluded usas well.
the stage for further repression And the blood of the American
"Gay and lesbian people have and violence that spread all too nobility we may carry in our
families, and their families easily to victimize the next mi— _ veins does not provide immu—
should have legal protection, nority group."
nity. Knowing that religious te—
whether by marriage or civil
During the 25th anniversary nets were used to sanctify the
union," she said. "A constitu— — of the.Lambda Legal and Edu— oppression of her people, Mrs.
tional amendment banning cation Defense Fund, shestated King religiously opened her
same—sex marriages is a form of ‘"We are all tied together in a arms to embrace all people.
« —gay bashing and it. would. do: single garment of destiny....
W
nothing at all to proteet tradi— can never be what I ought to be And we‘ll alwaysbe grateful.
tional marriages:‘
until you are allowed to be what
In. 1998 she issued the fol— you ought to be," she said, quot—
Len Piechowski—is p‘resident
lowing complaint and chal— ing her husband. "I‘ve always of the: Memphis Gay and Les—
lenge, "I still hear people say felt that homophobic attitudes bian Community Center.
Commentary by Len Piechowski —

«We‘ll.miss you,

Tae uewsrsnen or ven

"enm ie &ons
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Under a Month
events
cial
thanks
go
outtoAllen
Cook
a n d
for
his
incredible patience dur—
movies;
ing
theentirelayoutprocess
and.
iti aalso—
the
magicwhoworkhe
does; to Bob
Dumais
meticulously
ex—
cludes
aminesthatwhatyou‘re
each andevery articleto
ensure
reading
ontoarticles
how
istually
grammatically
sound
and
ac—
be— RebekahHart
makes
sense;
to
Jami
co
me
Griffen
for
being
hands—down
mo. re involved within the
é
the
best
"boss"
I‘ve
ever
had;
politically
and
lastto thebutMemphis
certainlygaycom—
not the Memphis community andstate
least:
ofalsoTennesseeat
large.
You‘ll
munity.
be
able
to
read
summaries
Without
you,
there
wouldn‘t
ofwanted
eventstothatattendyou butmightweren‘t
have
beWithout
a needyour
to distribute
a paper.
presence,
voice,
able to,thatas you
wellmost
as upcoming
activism
andthepaper
social nature,
morebe events
definitely
than
halfof
would
should
attend.
non—existent.
_
stated before,
we‘re
more
To everyone
who hasJournal
vora— thanAshappy
to
hear
back
fromor
ciously
read
Triangle
you
via
emails,
phone
calls,
News
in isthejustpastnowandbeginning
to every— letters. If you don‘t like what
one
who
reading,
let us know.
If
to readyou.new Triangle Journal, you‘re
you
loved
an
article,
let
us
thank
know.
This month‘s
includes
reviews
on localissuenight
life Triangle Journal is yours.

From 0 to 60 in

Needless to say, Triangle
Journal hit the ground and is
now running full throttle.
In last month‘s issue I stated
how excited I was about the
transition, but I didn‘t com—
pletely comprehend that the ex—
citement would ingrease. That
the passion and fove I have in
my heart fesxwriting would
swell to new boundaries.
People are excited to read
Triangle Journal. I‘ve gotten
phone calls asking when
March‘s issue would be on the
stands. I‘ve gotten wonderful
emails expressing people‘s ex—
citement on the new look.
In a short time of only two
months, the paper has increased
its pages, readership, distribu—~
tion numbers and writing con—
tributors.
f
The people I work with make
my job feel like a dream. Spe—

ime.

/

Of Tolerance and
Commentary by Will Batts
The world we inhabit can be at
times cause for wonder and dis—
dain, fear and love, majesty and
baseness. Much of the variety oc—
curs because the world is populated
with human beings. Humans can
accomplish glorious deeds and
commit such vile acts. Each possi—
bility is as much a part of our hu—
manity as the other.
Learning to embrace the good
and reject the bad becomes a part
of our lives as soon as we are con—
scious that what we do has the po—
tential to harm other people. Each
of us fosters the formation of our
conscience as we grow and as we
learn that every act we commit car—
ries with it the potential for good
or bad.
How we conduct ourselves, then,
is a result of the choices we make
and the resulting consequences.
Each series of action—consequence
builds the person we are as well as
the way we see the world.
:
Because we humans typically
value the good acts and reject the
bad—whatever we determine those
to be—we build into the very fab—
ric of our culture laws to prohibit
acts that we find objectionable or
harmful. Laws tell us how to be—
have, what we‘re allowed to do or
not do, and what the limits are to
our choices.
Inevitably,though,tensions arise
as we discover that others do not
see the world as we do. Others,
with vastly different life experi—
ences than our own, have formed
opinions and morals and values that
often merge with ours but may just
as often clash with those values that
wehold most important.
How then do we find a way to
live together with a minimum of
strife? How do we determine a sys—
tem of laws that respect the variety
of values?
One way is simply for the stron—
gest to decide. In many ancient
(and a few current) cultures, one
person or a group of people made
the decisions for all. Those with the
most power made and enforced the
laws.
Except in rare instances, this type
of structure lends itself to abuses
by corrupt leaders. Kings or chief—
tains rule absolutely. The stronger
control the weaker.
Another way is for everyone in
the community to have an equal
voice. Each person—of a certain
age perhaps—has the right to voice
his or her own opinion. This type
of society requires an educated,
committed and engaged populace.
In our society, such a structure
would be impractical because of
the volume and scope of decisions
that must be made on a daily basis.
Our particular form of govern—
ment, a republic, tries to merge the
best aspects of those two structures:
a smaller group of men and women
to make the numerous decisions are

Kings

chosen by the larger group.
The danger inherent in any group
decisions, however, is not elimi—
nated by this configuration. Larger
and stronger groups can still use
their dominance to force the
smaller or weaker to comply with
laws that favor those with the most
power.
Even our Founding Fathers, af—
ter constructing a brilliant Consti—
tution built on the ideals of equality
and freedom, then proceeded to ex—
clude slaves and women and other
smaller or weaker groups from be—
ing involved in the decisfon—mak—
ing process.
j
As we know from our history,
the road to full suffrage in our
country has been a long and diffi—
cult one. Our task is to find the best
way to live up to our own ideals:
freedom, equality, peace, tolerance.
One of the most important ways
for us to demonstrate the impor—
tance of these values is by choos—
ing leaders who honestly work to
"preserve, protect and defend"
those ideals.
The strength of our society is the
interdependence of people with
many different belief systems, dif—
ferent religions, different needs,
and different sexual orientations
and gender identities..
If the leaders we select choose
simply to appease the majority at
the expense of the minority, the re—
lationship betweenthe government
and the governed will begin to
erode.
When leaders use their power to

distract and
divide the
governed,
they do so .
only to pro—
tect their
status. We
cannot ex—
pect
our
Will Baits
ideals to be
protected if
we allow these leaders to ignore the
needs and rights of the minority.
Let us not be distracted by the fi—
ery rhetoric that is all glitz with no
substance.
In Lewis Carrolls 1872 poem
"The Walrus and the Carpenter"
(often used to illustrate how lead—
ers can distract and divide their fol—
lowers), the main characters
convince young oysters to leave
the safety of their homes. They stop

Lobbying

101

to rest at one point in their journey
and the Walrus begins to speak:
"The time has come," the Wal—
rus said,
‘
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes—and ships—and seal—
ing—wax—
Of cabbages—and kings—
And why the sea is boiling hot—
And whether pigs have wings."
The oysters listen in rapt atten—
tion as the Walrus distracts them
with nonsense disguised as impor—
tant issues. In their fog of aware—
ness, the young oysters fail to
realize the true intentions of the
Walrus and the Carpenter.
"O Oysters," said the Carpenter,
"You‘ve had a pleasant run!
Shall we be trotting home
again?"
But answer came there none—
And this was scarcely odd, be—

Training

cause
They ‘d eaten every one.
Question, examine, and remain
vigilant. Follow none blindly. We
would do well to beware of lead—
ers who speak in nonsense and ex—
pect us to follow without question.
We follow them at our peril.
Will Batts is currently a member
of the Board of Directors of
MGLCC. He also serves as the Di—
rector of MGLCC"s annual
OutFlix Film Festival. He holds a
Bachelor ofScience degree in Psy—
chology. Will is an owner/partner
in two companies that help serve
the healthcare purchasing market.
His views do not necessarily reflect
those of the board of directors of
MGLCC, this paper or anyone else
except the author himself.

Held

Tennessee gay community.
Roger Schecter, a representa—
tive
from TEP, stated, "We know
Representatives from the Ten—
nessee, Equality Project (TEP) ‘that we have the force of reason
and logic because we‘re basing
met with the Memphis Gay and
our arguments on reason and
Lesbian Community Center‘s
logic."
&
Initiative:Fairness (I:F) on Feb.
Schecter and Marisa Richmond
19 in order to teach lobbying
techniques in preparation for traveled from Nashville to Mem—
phis to inform Memphis residents
"Advancing Equality Day on the
of pending legislation. They also
Hill" in Nashville later that week.
Those in attendance were explained the process of a bill be—
coming a law in the General As—
taught proper etiquette, tech—
T
niques to use when speaking with sembly.
TEP
held
Lobbying 101 train—
district and state representatives,
ing in four Tennessee cities to pre—
and which bills were approaching
that would negatively affect the pare for "Equality Day on the Hill."
by Rebekah Hart

Schecter and Richmond im—
plored Memphians to call, email,
or write to their district represen—
tatives if they were unable to at—
tend the event in Nashville.
TEP has been succfessful in
stopping the bill banning civil
unions and gay adoption. More
recently, TEP has been lobbying
to stop the Tennessee marriage
amendment and a bill to permit
sex corrections on birth certifi—
cates.
For more information on how
to help, visit TEP‘s website at
tnep.org or visit I:F‘s website at
mglec.org/if

STATE

FARM

Home Owners Insurance
___

Auto Insurance
Health Insurance
Life Insurance

Beneficiary Rights for Partners
Life Insurance for Partners

Located at corner of —
Cooper and Young
(beside Café Olé on Cooper)

Without Legal Marriage

A Hero Among

Us Receives Founder‘s Award

by Len Piechowski
Secretly in January, the Board of
Directors of the MGLCC unani—
mously approved the bestowal of
the third MGLCC Founder‘s
Award.
é
s
The recipient of this most pres—
~ tigious recognition is Dr. Herbert
D. Zeman. The decision was made
without his knowledge while he
was in Colorado on a skiing vaca—
tion.
The award was announced and
presented to Dr. Zeman at the Com—
munity Town Hall Meeting on
Sun., Feb 12.
In the 17—year history of the
Community Center, only three:
Founder‘s Awards have been
given, all for feats of bravery, skill
and daring that preserved the
organization‘s stability during
times of crisis andchange.
1 —
The basis of the Founder‘s
Award lies in the belief that any—
one can found an organization. On
the other hand, it takes a real feat
of accomplishment to keep it go—
ing during times of difficulty.
The first award was given to past
MGLCC President Len Piechowski (left) andMGLCC Vice President Jeff
president Jason Crockett in 2003
Curbeo (right)presentDr. Herb Zeman with a Founder‘sAwardon Feb. 12.
for steering the organization
The awardis on the thirdFounders Awardpresentedin the Center‘s 17—
through a time of internal legal and year history.
personal crisis.
°
MGLCC capital campaign de—
of directors had no corporate credit
The second was given to Martin
signed to create a fund in order to
line nor equity to secure a mortgage
R. Katz in 2004 for single—
loan, Dr. Zeman stepped forward
handedly instituting the financial purchase a building. With his
pledge and gift of $20,000 he pro—
and put his own credit on the line.
systems that would support the
vided a sizeable portion of the He qualified for a mortgage loan
Community Center through the
and became the Centers landlord, —
time of explosive growth in the first $72,000 raised in the endeavor. —
When it became evident that the
thus assuring that the community
decade of the millennium.
capital campaign was stalling at
would have a home at 892 South
Herb Zeman was the one of the
that level, and that the then board — Cooper St.
first persons to respond to the 2002

He remained the landlord until
the MGLCC could secure its own
mortgage loan in 2005. He is now
a member—at—large on the board of
~ directors and continues to be one
.of our most generous benefactors.
His most recent accomplishment
is serving as photographer for Tri—
angle Journal, the newspaper of
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center.

Dr. Zeman‘s involvement in the
mission of the Community Center
dates back for almost 15 years. He
first became involved due to the en—
thusiasm of his partner, the late
Charles Butler.
Butler was vice president of the
organization from 1993—1994 and
was responsible for securing the
501(c)(3) IRS status that assures
non—profit status for the center.

Memphis Softball
by Chris Haskins
Bluff City Sports Association is
pleased to announce the beginning
of the softball season which will
start Sun., April 23.
Six teams are already within the
league but is looking to add more.
The association will begin re—
cruiting new players at various lo—
cations.
The first recruiting effort will be
held at the Memphis Gay and Les—

Begins

bian Community Center located at
892 S. CooperSt. from 5—6:30 p.m.
The following week, registration
will be held at R.P. Billiards lo—
cated at 525 S. Highland from 7 to
9 p.m.
The league consists of a diverse
group of athletes with many differ—
ent skill levels. For information on
registration,
visit
bluffcitysports.net or contact a
league representative.

Steve Wesson
1960—2006

—

by Vincent Astor
Steve Wesson, a well—known
personage in the bartending and
leather communities, died Feb.
5, of a massive heart attack. He
was 46. Burial was at a private
service in Tupelo, Miss., on
Feb. 9.
Beginning in the early 1980s
he was renowned during his ca—
reer bartending in the GLBT community for his personality
and outgoing nature . Anyone new entering the bar at Sharon‘s,
Jackie‘s, J—Wag‘s or any other place he worked would be in—
troduced to everyone else present.
He had a high profile at the Refuge/Junction, 501/505 and
Crossroads during his tenure at each establishment.
His idea was to keep folks laughing and try to foster a good
time, even to the point of some matchmaking, on one hand, or
making pointed remarks about who was leaving with whom,
on the other.
He was always full of stories of the most colorful members
of that community: Juicey (Jimmie Shankle), Lorretta (Larry
Williams), Marilyn Misfit (George Wilson) and Shirley (whose
birth name is unknown), and was at least as colorful as any he
dished. He also sold GLBT—related items through Gay—von.
He was an early member of the Wings and Alliance leather
clubs and was active in the leather community up to his death.
He was a professional in the hospitality business and had a
reputation for five—star service in any venue..
He worked in many places other than GLBT bars, notably
Shoney‘s, the French Quarter Suites and Marriott in several
cities including Memphis.
He was excessively witty and charming in whatever situa—
tion he found himself and would spare no energy on any project
in which he was involved.
He will be remembered as a true Memphis character of the
late 20th century.
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Memphis

Rugby Team

by Rebekah Hart
ThetheMemphis
women‘s
rugby
team,
Lady
Blues,
are
well
intoa
their
season
and
are
anticipating
tough
game against Nash—
villeCoach
thishome
month.
Andrea
Cerbinstating
is excited
about
this
year‘s
team,
that
the
morale
and
attitude
oftheplay—
erslasthasyear.dramatically
changedsince
"The
players
areplaymuch
more
self—challenged
to
well
ratherthan
coach—driven.
Now
that
they
know
and
understand
the
meaning
of
‘play,"
they‘re
much
more apt to perform on the field

Forges Ahead

Player Carmen Mills stated ad
better," Cerbin said.
have
a black belt in Tae Kwon Do
Even though the players want to —
and I still didn‘t feel safe with my—
improve and win their games, they
self until I [began] playing rugby."
don‘t allow it to inhibit them hav—
Coach Cerbin pressed that rugby
ing fun on the field.
Z
truly is for everyone. Currently on
"Playing rugby is, in a sense, el—
her team are former cheerleaders,
egant violence," Cerbin continued.
softball players, gymnasts and mar—
"This is the only sport where any
tial arts professionals. Practices are
body type can play, any level of
adapted to each players skill level,
skill can play."
and new players are immediately
Rugby is not only a form of ex—
welcomed into the sisterhood and
ercise and promotes mental
family
of the Lady Blues.
wellness, but also, according to
For
more
information on how to
Cerbin, "brings serenity" into one‘s
become
involved,
contact
life. Each person sees rugby as an
Carmen
Mills
at
outlet and emotional catharsis in
pr@memphiswomensrugby.com.
her own way.

HZQby is é ;g/7-aa’-lumb/e g and not for the faint ofheart..
Photo provided by Memphis Lady Blues

19 Years
Memphis |

Pla

ye/s ofthe Memphis LadyBlues migbytea/77 batterit outin a recentgame. PhotoprovidedbyMeempyhis Lady
Blues

S.P.1.T. Tournament Slated
by Chris Haskins
The 13th annual St. Patrick‘s
Invitational
Tournament
(S.P.I.T.) will be held on March
17—19 at the Bartlett Lanes. The
Invitational is sponsored by
Brothers and Sisters Bowling
League, a local gay bowling as—
sociation.
The tournament offers several
chances to win cash. The events
‘will be broken into singles,
doubles and team competitions.
Local bowlers will take on some

Get connected over a memorable four—course fondue dinner.
Don‘t worry, there‘s plenty for everyone.

of the nation‘s best gay and les—
bian bowlers.
After the Invitational, an
awards banquet will be held at the
Appling Manor, Sun., Mar. 19, at
6:30 p.m.
The Brothers & Sisters Bowl—
ing League has its league play on
Sunday nights at Winchester
Bowl at 6 p.m. All entries are
welcome and must be received by
Fri., Mar. 3
Details for the Invitational can
be viewed at the tournament‘s
website: www.spit.ce.

Softball Teams Set for Tourney

53-535f
Melting Pot.
a fonduerestaurant
Dip into somethingdifferent"
RESERVATIONSRECOMMENDED
(901) 380—9500
2828{acrossWolfCreek
Parkway,Galleria
Memphis,Mall)TN
from Wolfchase
www.meltingpot.com
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by Chris Haskins
Several local teams will be leav—
ing for a kick—off tournament in
Birmingham, Ala., Easter weekend
for the Southern Shootout.
The Shootout is one of gay
America‘s longest running softball
tournaments and provides quality
softball with the gay man‘s touch
of elegance.
Teams that will be representing

Memphis will be the Memphis Ho—
bos, the Memphis Heat, the Mem—
phis Neons, and the Memphis
Misfits.
f
The teams representing Mem—
phis will be competing along with
tweny other teams. Fans are wel—
come to join.
For more information on playing
in the tournament visit the Bluff
City Sports Association‘s website
~at bluffcitysports.net.

Bring in this ad for
10% OFF
TOTAL PURCHASE
Not valid with any other discounts
or on holidays. Not validfor alcohol.

Mardi

Gras Season

Review by Hunter W. Johnston
The Carnival Season and
Mardi Gras bring out many rev—
elers in Memphis to not only cel—
ebrate but to help raise funds for
worthy causes.
The Mystic Krewe of Mem—
phis United, which was founded
in 1999 to help return the celebra—
tion of Mardi Gras to Memphis,
held its annual Ball on Sat., Feb.
25 at the Holiday Inn Select on
Democrat Road.
f
King and Queen Magique VII
(Robert Grisham and Robin
Bennett) reigned over their royal
court and the presentation of
elaborate costumes, paraded to
music and accompanied by
"throws," which are favors such
as colorful beads and peacock
feathers tossed to the eager, for—
mally—attired audience.
At one point their majesties de—
scended from their thrones and col—
lected donations for the Krewe‘s
charity which is Flying Colors, an
organization that helps cancer pa—
tients and survivors.
Also present at the MU Ball
were King and Queen Pegasus III
(Steven DeVore and Michelle
Foshee) who are the 2006 roy—
alty of The Mystic Krewe of Pe—
gasus Memphis. The Pegasus
Ball was held Feb. 18 at Central
Station on South Main Street,
and benefited The Memphis
Child Advocacy Center.
Although fewer guests than ex—

Celebrated

pected were able to attend due to
the icy winter weather, those that
were present enjoyed the majes—
tic presentation and commented
that the introduction of a raised
"runway" allowed the costumed
characters to be seen even with
many guests standing and mov—
ing to the music.
Although not a Mardi Gras
Krewe, The Noble Krewe of
Hathor also held its annual Mardi
Gras fundraising party at Ses—
sions in Midtown which ben—
efited The Dream Factory.
Present were their reigning
royalty, Pharaoh Ra II and Queen
Het—Hert II (Darren Sanford and
Stephanie Talley), who were
crowned at the Festival of Hathor
in August of 2005.
All of these organizations have
both gay and non—gay members
and demonstrate the ability of
people from all walks of life to
work together for the betterment
of the whole community, while
having a good time doing it!
The motto of Mardi Gras is:
"Let the good times roll." It is
gratifying and reassuring to see
so many people who believe the
"good times" must include help—
ing make times good for other,
less fortunate people as well.
Bravo to all three krewes and
those who help support them.
Photos by Hunter W. Johnson

Massage Therapy
An important component of your wellness program
relaxation — stress relief — rejuvenation
Mike Warkentin, LMT
By Appointment

Inbalance Fitness

901—218—0669

794 S. Cooper St.

* Criminal Befense
* Famil
CKENZIE
ATTORNEY AT LAW — MEDIATOR

oScc

s

* Personal Injury

Prorectinc Our Fantumes

Axp ReratronsHates

For Over 18 Years

266 South Front Steet, Suite 206 Mampmis, TN 38103 {901} 527—1316
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Sorority Promotes
by Rebekah Hart
Sorority members of Alpha Chi
Upsilon are attempting to bridge
the gaps in the gay community, by
promoting diversity and all—inclu—
sive membership within their orga—
nization.
"There are so many divides
within the gay community and
we‘re trying to bring diversity by
bringing people of various back—
grounds together," Skyy Blu,
founder and president of Alpha Chi
Upsilon (AXU) stated. "Even if we
don‘t agree with one another, we

;Si

Se

Diversity

still accept each other."
With 12 members already ac—
tively involved with the sorority,
Blu is hoping that AXU will spread
to other cities in the U.S. Three
chapters—Memphis, Nashville and
Houston, Tex.—are currently un—
der way, and membership has dra—
matically increased in the single
year of its existence.
AXU‘s philanthropy efforts,
stance on all—inclusiveness and sis—
terhood are what Blu thinks have
made the organization such a suc—
cess.
Recently, the sorority has begun

Puede! (Yes, You

the high school student group
called Tiger‘s Paw for lesbian, bi—
sexual or curious students in order
to promote the benefits and need
for higher education. In addition,
Tiger‘s Paw prepares students for
college and social skills, and exhib—
its to students through its various
mentors that successful women
professionals are indeed gay.
On top of volunteering time with
high school students, AXU also
increases AIDS awareness in the
community, promotes safe sex
through lectures and discussion
groups, and volunteers at the Hope

House. Even so, AXU still actively
seeks more volunteer outlets and is
always willing to donate to charity
organizations.
8
In addition, AXU also has a branch
organization called the Alpha Chi
Upsilon gems for women who are 45
years or older.These women are not
required to participate in rush. The
only requirement is to learn the
organization‘s history and fill out the
application for membership.
For this year‘s agenda, AXU is
hoping to bring Ruthie from Real
World: Hawaii and Sophia Pasquis
from Road Rules to Memphis for

Pride.
Sat. Mar. 4 at 7:30 AXU will be
volunteering at the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Center for
a women‘s social mixer in an at—
tempt to bring women together in
an open—forum discussion. All
women, regardless of how they
categorize themselves, are wel—
come to attend.
For more information on in—
volvement with Alpha Chi Upsilon,
email
Skyy
Blu
at
alphachiupsilon@yahoo.com or
visit the groups website at
alphachiupsilon.com

Can!)

para los no—privilegiados en nuestra _
sociedad. Chavez Day, 31 de marzo,
es observado en ocho estados (AZ,
CA, CO, MI, NM, TX, UT, WD y
en docenas de ciudades y condados
a traves de la nacion.
Chavez Day nos brinda 1
oportunidad de honrar su legad
involucrandonos en nuestr
comunidad LGBT y con nuestros
aliados.
Felipe Zuvichaux es presidente
de jAdelante!, un grupo Latino del
Gay and Lesbian Community Cen—
ter de Memphis. Lo: puedes
contactar en: adelante@mglec.org

tional Council of La Raza(NCLR), un estatus de segunda clase.
"Nuestro
movimiento ha
La Constitucion y sus subse—
apoyado los derechos de los gays the National Hispanic Leadership
cuentes modificaciones no
(NHLA), Mexican American Legal
y lesbianas por mas de 20 anos, los
Lider de Derechos Civiles
debieran restringir los derechos de
Defense and Education Fund
apoyamos cuando solamente era
Latino, César E. Chavez, pele6 por
una clase entera de personas y por
(MALDEF), the League of United
un grupo de 10 personas
los derechos de los gays y
lo tanto entrar en conflicto con su
American
Citizens
Chavez, 1987 marcha por los Latin
lesbianas.
(LULAC), y the Labor Council for principio de igual proteccion.
derechos de gay y lesbianas en
(Latino civil rights leader, Cesar
"Desaprobacion moral de un
Latin American Advancement
Washington, DC.
E. Chavez, fought for gay and les—
grupo no puede ser un legitimo
(LCLAA) las cuales han anunciado
Su nieta, Cristina Chavez,
bian rights.)
interés gubernamental bajo la
su oposicion a la revision de la
actualmente la Directora Politica de
En Marzo 2006, los latinos
Clausula de Igual Proteccion"‘—
United Farm Workers, continua propuesta constitucional de los
americanos celebran el 40
Sandra Day O‘Connor. Lawrence
E.U. para prohibir los matrimonios
con el legado de su abuelo.
aniversario de la
historica
vs. Texas(2003).
Ella aprendio que uno no puede del mismo sexo.
peregrinacion en 1966 de César
A pesar de la muerte de César.
Los miembros de este tipo de
defender la igualdad por su propia
Chavez, de Delano, Cailifornia, a
gente mientras se tolera la organizaciones — conocen la Chavez en Abril 23 de 1993, su vida
la Capital del Estado de California,
trasciende cualquier causa o lucha.
discriminacion en contra de discriminacion muy bien y estan
Sacramento; para atraer la atencion
El continua influenciando e
cualquier otra gente solo por conscientes que la discriminacion
«nacional en la lucha de las
inspirando a los americanos a buscar
en las leyes de los E.U simplemente
quiénes son.
liciones de vida yde trabajode _
e
la justicia social y derechos civiles
tambien descubri6 que reelegan a los gays y lesbianas a
los campesinos.
liderazgo no es seguir a la multitud
César Chavez comenz6 siendo
o mantener a los votantes, se trata
un campesino y se convirti6 en una.
de salir al frente y guiar a la gente
enorme fuerza como lider de
Memphis Area Gay Youth
en la direccion correcta.
sindicato, protector del medio
Cristina Chavez lo demostré
Hispanic LGBTQ
ambiente y lider de derechos civiles
presidiendo una ceremonia de
Peer
y humanos.
Orgullo (Programas)
compromiso de parejas del mismo
Entre los numerosos honores que
Igualdad (Justicia)
sexo en el 2004, y ella también
recibi6, se encuentran la Medalla
apoyo la propuesta de ley AB 19
Adelante@mglicc.org
Presidencial a la Libertad, el mas
de California de matrimonios gay
alto honor otorgado a un civil, y la
Tel: 1—901—570—0876
en 2005.
creacion de un dia de celebracion
892 South Cooper,
Mas alld de ser un legado famil—
y servicio.
Memphis, TN 38104
iar, las organizaciones nacionales
Adema@s de su vocacion a favor
Latino representan mas de 23
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
de los campesinos, pocos saben que
millones de Latinos que viven en
Community Center
César E. Chavez también apoyo
los Estados Unidos tales como Na—
los derechos civiles de los gays y
lesbianas.
El movimiento social no—
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
violento de Chavez y su liderazgo
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
guiaron a la United Farm Workers
— MASSAGE —
a exitosas huelgas y boicots. De
DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND
acuerdo a sus ideales, el formulé
—
SALES,
una extraordinaria y diversa
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND
BY
coalicion de estudiantes, consumi—
VIDEO ARCADES
dores de clase media, grupos
religiosos, comerciantes, y
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
minorias: incluyendo latinos,
791 N. White Station Rd. — 683—9649
filipinos, nativos americanos,
(Body Jewelry)
judios, afro—americanos, y gays y
lesbianas.
*
Executive South (South)
En los 70s , antes que hubiera
1847 E. Brooks Rd. — 345—0825
aceptacion publica de los gays, el
(Mini—Theatre)
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
hablé fuertemente a favor de sus
derechos
especialmente en
Fantasy Warehouse #4 ‘(North)
SWEDISH/DEEP TISSUE « HOT STONE THERAPY
convenciones y marchas gays. Su
2532 N. Watkins — 358—8642
paradigma de igualdad permanece
OPEN 6 DAYS
DisC@ver
fuerte e inflexible cuando el habl6é
IN/OUT CALLS
_
_ Mon.=— Sat.
161—7977
en el Nationall Mall en Washing—
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
ton, D.C. a una audiencia gay y
and checks accepted at
VISA & MC Accepted
GIFT CERTIFICATES
Closed Sundays and Holidays
Fantasy
Warehouse
#1
and
#
4
only
lesbiana a finales de los 80‘s.
By Felipe Zuvichaux

wgayromano pow
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cesmian
communery
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SGL Film

Festival

Country Acts Reach Out on Soundtracks

Held

by John Gerome
Associated Press Writer

by Will Batts

Some of the characters are a bit
over the top and stereotypical,
The Mid—South recently enjoyed
however the interactions among
its first Same—Gender Loving Film _ the characters are typically fun
Festival.
and very real. Writer/director
Taking place on the weekend of Jamal is currently working on his
Feb. 24—25, the festival highlighted
next film Dirty Laundry.
the films of African—American
The weekend also included a
filmmakers and artists.
variety of other films and genres.
Hosts Family & Friends Maga—
Saturday evening‘s schedule of—
zine planned this event to coincide
fered Strange Fruit, a dramatic
with and to celebrate Black History
murder—mystery taking place in a
Month.
small town outside of New Or—
Organizers hoped to provide a
leans, as well as Storme: Lady of
venue for films not commonly seen
the Jewel Box, a short documen—
in our area.
tary about a male impersonator in
One such film was the main at—
an early integrated revue.
traction of the festival, The Ski
Though Friday evening‘s audi—
Trip.
ence was larger than Saturday‘s,
Novice filmmaker Maurice
both audiences included a range
Jamal has created an amusing and
of ages, ethnicities and genders
sometimes heart—wrenching look
who enjoyed the mix of drama
into the lives of a group of friends
and comedy.
in New York.
As event planner Patty Pair ex—
The story centers around main
plains, "We accomplished what
character Corey who is celebrat—
we hoped to accomplish."
ing/dreading his 30th birthday.
She expressed pleasure at be—
As his friends attempt to cheer ing able to offer this to the
him up, we get a glimpse into the GLBTSGL community. Organiz—
complexities of relating to friends
ers hope that this will become an
and lovers. Over the course of a
annual event in the Mid—South.
few days, secrets are revealed,
The event‘s sponsors included
confessions made and relation—
local organizations Friends for
ships strained, but through it all,
Life and Exodus Empowerment
the strength of the friends en—
Project, as well as the clubs Al—
dures.
lusions and The Paragon.

Never mind that country music is
considered bedrock conservative, the
unofficial red—state soundtrack. This
year, some of country‘s most famous
names are singing in movies with gay
and transsexual themes.
Dolly Parton received an Oscar
nomination for "Travelin‘ Thru," a
song she wrote and sang for
Transamerica, while Willie Nelson
and Emmylou Harris are heard on
the Oscar frontrunner Brokeback
Mountain.
Nelson, always an iconoclast in his
music and politics, even released a
gay cowboy song on Valentine‘s
Day, "Cowboys Are Frequently, Se—
cretly (Fond of Each Other)." But
don‘t expect a wave of gay love
songs to sweep across the heartland
anytime soon.
Veteran country stars like Parton,
Nelson and Harris are free to reach
out to a gay audience because they
already have loyal fans. Their careers
aren‘t driven by hit records because
country radio already ignores them.
Parton, who has always embraced
her large gay following, says she‘s
too stubborn to worry about a nega—
tive response.
®
"I‘m old enough and cranky
enough now that if someone tried to

SIX GENERATION

Contact
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what a wonderful person he is, and I —
tell mewhat to do, I‘d tell them where
to put it," Parton, 60, recently told . based some of my feelings (in the
song) on my feelings for him and on
The Associated Press.
knowing what he went through."
Country station WXBX in
While Nashville has had few
Johnson City devoted two days of its
openly gay stars, the city‘s gay lead—
morning show to letting listeners talk
ers say Music Row is more hospi—
about Willie and Dolly‘s "gay"
table than many think.
songs.
"I expected men in hoods and
"We got the sense that the audi—
ence was disappointed in these art— — burning crosses, but I found a lot of
people on Music Row are very open—
ists. For our purposes, we probably
minded," said Grammy—nominated
wouldn‘t be interested in much air—
songwriter and producer Larry
play," said operations manager Bill
Dvoskin, who‘s worked with David
Hagy, noting that Parton and Nelson
Bowie, Van Halen, Ricky Martin and
aren‘t really mainstream country art—
others.
ists anymore.
"But there‘s still this sort of cul—
Transamerica stars Desperate
tural barrier, like, ‘We all love it and _
Housewives actress Felicity Huffman
accept it, but we don‘t want to talk
as a transsexual who learns a week
about it.""
before sex—change surgery that he has
Parton appears in gay publications,
a son from a fleeting heterosexual en—
and her fans organize an annual gay
counter, then embarks on a cross—
and lesbian day at her amusement
country road trip with the teenager.
park, Dollywood, in her native east
(See review on page 10.)
Tennessee.
Parton wrote the closing—credits
She said gay men in particular are
song, which has a gospel flavor with
drawn to her flamboyant appearance,
references to God and redemption.
She sings, "Like a poor wayfaring — highlighted by thick makeup, gaudy
clothing and blonde wig.
stranger that they speak about in
She‘s at ease bucking the Nash—
song/ I‘m just a weary pilgrim try—
ville norm. TI‘ ve always been a freak
ing to find what feels like home."
and different, oddball even in my
"I have a person who works in my
childhood and my own family, so I
organization who once was a woman
can relate to people who are strug—
and now is a man," Parton said. "I
gling and trying to find their true
didn‘t know for years that this per—
identity," Parton said.
son had had a sex change. I know

all

your

sign

needs

chris@fbalton.com

Unusual

Gene Trait Suspected in

by Randy Dotinga

PlanetOut Network
Scientists have reported that
they‘ve found an "extremely un—
usual" trait in the cells of some
mothers with two or more gay sons,
providing more evidence to suggest
that homosexuality might be inher—
ited.
&
Mothers of multiple gay sons
were about six times more likely
than other women to process their
X chromosomes in a certain way,

researchers discovered.
Researchers aren‘t entirely sure
what the findings mean, said study
co—author Sven Bocklandt, a
postdoctoral researcher at UCLA.
Making things more compli—
cated, about 75 percent of mothers
of multiple gay sons don‘ t have the
trait. Still, the study, released re—
cently in the journal Human Genet—
ics, raises plenty of questions,
Bocklandt said, especially as re—
searchers try to figure out whether
homosexuality has genetic roots
and if there truly is a "gay gene"

Gay Episcopal
Alcohol

Mothers of Gay Sons

— or genes.
"What everybody wants is the
gene, and we don‘t have it yet,"
Bocklandt said. "But this is an in—
dependent confirmation that the X
chromosome is involved."
_
In the new study, the research—
ers looked at 97 mothers of one or
more gay sons and 103 women
with no gay sons to see what their
blood cells did with their X chro—
mosomes.
The researchers recruited many
of the women with the help of
PFLAG.

Bishop Enters

Rehab

checks were performed on all the is. He‘s open." Rich said
candidates for bishop, including
Robinson‘s growing awareness
criminal checks and interviews of his problem, rather than a crisis,
In an email written from a treat— with former employers and others. led to his decision. Rich said
Finalists also were asked if there Robinson told him his treatment at
ment center, the Episcopal
Church‘s first openly gay bishop, was anything in their past that an undisclosed location is going
V. Gene Robinson, said he is re— would embarrass them or the dio— well.
"This is hard, hard work but he‘s.
cese if it came to light and
ceiving treatment for alcoholism.
For years, Robinson said in the Robinson did not say he was an al— in good spirits," Rich said.
The Episcopal Church, based in
f
email sent to clergy, he considered coholic, Jones said.
"For all I know, at that point, he New York, lets dioceses handle
it "a failure of will or discipline on
my part, rather than a disease over didn‘t have a problem," Jones said. such matters and referred calls
which my particular body simply Several Episcopalians said Robinson about Robinson to New Hamp—
has no control, except to stop drink— is demonstrating his integrity by go— shire.
ing public with his problem.
The diocese‘s standing commit—
ing altogether."
"It takes a lot of guts," said David tee issued a statement supporting
The news, made public Feb. 14,
caught many Episcopalians by sur— Moberg, who serves on the dioc— Robinson. "We commend him for
‘esan governing board known as the his courageous example to us all,
prise.
$
as we pray daily for him and for
Robinson, 58, said he checked standing committee.
"He probably could have hidden his ministry among us," the com—
into the undisclosed center Feb. 1
;
with the support of his partner, it, but this is the kind of person he mittee said.
daughters and colleagues.
"I never saw it in any way im—
pact his ministry in the diocese,"
said Robinson‘s assistant, the Rev.
Tim Rich. Robinson was his
predecessor‘s top assistant for
years and was elected to replace
him when he retired in 2003 by
a
3
clergy and lay people in the dio—
#
gese.
§
He was confirmed by the na—
tional church, causing an upheaval
not only in the Episcopal Church,
but the worldwide Anglican Com—
munion of which it is part.
David Virtue of West Chester,
Pa., who opposed Robinson‘s elec—
tion and runs an online news ser—
vice he describes as a global voice
for orthodox Anglicans, said
Robinson should have revealed his
problem earlier. "Why now? Why
didn‘t we know this (then)?" he
said.
"What happened to the discern—
ment process?" Virtue asked.
Other critics, though, reacted dif—
ferently.
"I‘ m glad he‘s getting help. None
of us are perfect," said Lisa Ball,
who opposed Robinson‘s selection
and was part of a group in Roches—
ter that broke away from the dio—
cese and started a new church.
The Rev. David Jones, who co—
chaired the bishop search commit—
tee, said thorough background
By Anne Saunders
Associated Press Writer

They found that nearly a quarter
of the mothers of multiple gay sons
inactivated the same X chromo—
some—in other words, nonran—
domly—compared to just four
percent of the women without gay
sons.
S
Of those with one gay son, 13
percent inactivated the same X
chromosome.
Dr. Ionel Sandovici, a genetics
researcher at the Babraham Insti—
tute in Cambridge, England, who
is familiar with the research find—
ings, cautioned that the study is

small, with just 44 mothers of mul—
tiple gay sons being examined.
More research in larger groups
must be done to confirm the results,
Sandovici said.
The research does provide "cir—
cumstantial evidence" that the X
chromosome contributes to the de—
velopment of male sexuality,
Sandovici said. But "we still under—
stand very little about molecular
mechanisms of sexual orientation,
and this seems to be rather a com—
plicated biological puzzle."

~Mini—Review
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The Queens of Backstreet Memphis
home for me. I wouldn‘t change
it for the world," stated performer
It‘s common knowledge that Taroiya Michelle Cassadin.
With the passion that the per—
the majority of the Memphis gay
community loves drag queen formers have for Backstreet, it‘s
shows. While multiple locations not hard for them to project
have drag queen performances, through their numbers and rou—
Backstreet Memphis provides tines the same passion they have
solid entertainment week after for performing.
Audience members, regardless
week.
Ehe. cast.__of queens. at if it‘s Friday or Saturday night,
Backstreet boasts a two—time na— remain captive to each and every
tional title holder, Coco Labelle performance. Even when a per—
Thomas. In addition, Backstreet former leaves the stage, it doesn‘t —
is the home of Marylyn Monet, a signify "down—time" or a group
performer from the age of five— potty break—the best part, the
at least in heart performing on the crowd—pleaser, the emcee—be—
coffee table in the living room gins to work her magic with the
while her grandmother played the crowd.
Alexis Vonfustenburg, a rotat— 2
piano.
Though the show cast hosts a ing emcee and regular performer,
grand total of 10 regular perform— ensured that the crowd at
ers, it‘s apparent that these people Backstreet had a good time.
are doing what they love in a Whether by making jokes at her
place they‘ ve come to call home. own expense or involving the
"I‘m completely comfortable crowd with various bits, her abil—
here at Backstreet, and this is ity to remain blunt and add a dash
Review by TJ Staff

I

of vulgarity remained decoruous.
This compulsive approach to em—
ceeing is exactly what keeps the
momentum and attitude of the
crowd and performers at their
highest peaks.
In addition to a talented cast of
performers, the bartender com—
pletes swift transactions so that in—
stead of worrying about your

change and missing one of the acts,
you‘re already back in your seat.
But be warned: seating is lim—
ited on both performance nights.
Even though it can be tiresome to
wait for the show to start, I highly
recommend arriving early for
guaranteed seats. Seats go
quickly, but an hour of chatting
with friends makes the wait tol—

erable.
H you haven‘t ‘been to
Backstreet Memphis to watch the
drag queen shows, it‘s a definite
must before leaving the city. Let‘s
face it—the king of rock and roll
is dead and it‘s time to make way
for the queens.

Gary Wilkerson
President

Phone
901.328—6349
Fax
901—328—6349
hitp / Fururer MidSouthPride org

b,

111 South Highland
Suite 261
Memphis, TN 38111
ic thoride.org
% al

Lesbian

Switchboard

278—4297
24 Hours a Day

29 » quite

Gay &

>

UEaA... £
_ From top left: Goco Labelle Thomas, Taroiya Michelle Cassadin, Coco and Taroiya in make—up and
Marylyn Monet.
Photos byAndie Espinoza

Computer Voice—Mail and Live
Transamerica Forces
i

Review by Jami Griffen
Restaurants and more!

Memphis Gay &
4
, Lesbian Community Ceﬂle/
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Bree is a woman in a man‘s
body. She‘s just a surgical proce—
dure away from ridding herself of
any physical evidence she was born
with the xy chromosome pairing.
But just as she‘s getting final ap—
proval to have the operation, she
learns that a night of indescretion
some 17 years prior produced a
son, Toby, who has been arrested
and sent to jail.
The cultured and intelligent Bree
travels from Los Angeles to New
York, disguised as a Christian mis—
sionary, in order to bail Toby out
and at the same time clear her con—
science before having her opera—

Respect

tion.
In the dark about his biological
father, Toby decides to hitch a ride
with Bree back to L.A. in hopes of
living out his dream of becoming
an adult film star.
As the two travel from the Big
Apple destined for the City of An—
gels, they begin to form a bond that
is only threatened by Bree‘s secret.
Felicity Huffman won a Golden
Globe best actress award and re—
ceived an Academy Award nomi—
nation for her role as Bree.
Regardless of how one feels
about Bree‘s decision to turn her
"penis outside in," it‘s hard not to
agree Huffman forces viewers to
respect her character by the time
the end credits begin to roll. Her

facial expressions and dry wit help
pepper humor throughout an other—
wise serious film.
Young co—star Kevin Zegers‘
performance is also of Oscar cali—
ber.
Make no mistake, Transamerica
is a motion picture about a
transgendered individual. But the
transgender theme serves as a sub—
plot to the main storyline: a parent
connecting with child.
Anyone looking for a film ex—
ploring the trials and tribulations of
a transgendered person will be dis—
appointed. However, for those
seeking an original story illustrated
on the big screen by a great cast,
then Transamerica is worth the
drive to the theater.

King

of Hearts:

Reviewed by TJ Staff
Saturday nights are "the" night
to go out on the town in the Mem—
phis gay community But what has

Memphis been missing out on the
past few months?
Every Saturday night at mid—
night, three men prepare them—
selves at Metro. They don‘t prepare
themselves for dates or prep each
other to talk to cute girls—they get

The

Drag

dressed and pump themselves up
to perform in the drag king show.
With three regular cast members
and a guest performer each week,
these men guarantee that every per—
son in the club is satisfied. With a
drag queen emcee, a princess cast
member, and three kings, the royal
court at Metro produces a show that
includes every audience member,
whether gay, straight, curious, or
trans.

Kings at

Metro

While the cast still appeals to all
audience members, they all have
one commonality: to please the
crowd.
Opening the show with a perfor—
mance of "Queerest of the Queer,"
the crowd was able to sample each
of the performers. Following this
act, cast members began their in—
dividual performances.
Watching the show, it‘s imme—
diately apparent that these men

(and princess) consider their Sat—
urday nights not as time—consum—
ing or annoying, but as an art form.
"This is a passion that‘s just in—
stilled in us. We‘re creating a piece
of art to a song," stated cast mem—
ber Delaquise Kingston. In es—.
sence, each song becomes a
playground for the performer.
With no right or wrong approach
to performing a song, the expres—
sions become a passionate cathar—
sis rather than restrictive
limitations.

Though the drag kings and prin—
cess began performing at Metro on
Wednesday nights, they quickly
moved to weekly Saturday night
performances because of the
community‘s increased interest.
With both femme and butch
women in the audience as well as
gay and straight men in the audi—
ence, no one leaves Metro dissat—
isfied.
In fact, the show is so popular
that there won‘t even be anyone at
Metro after the show:

r

Spiritual

in

the

Resources

Memphis Area

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
First Presbyterian Church — 525—5619
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
Tdlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681

—

Living Word Christian Church —452—6272
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 266—2626
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
S1
St.

Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312

Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
Advertising space donated as apublic service of Triangle Journal

HY

ds..
Castmembers ofthe drag showatMetroperform on Saturdaynight. TopLeft: Slayde; Slayde, Peaches & Cream,
Delaquise Kingston, Chistopher. Bottom left: Delaquise Kingston; Peaches & Cream.
Photos by Andie Espinoza

Eilﬁﬁi for
Eriqnds —

One More: The Neighborhood Bar
Review by Alicisa Nelson
Have you been looking for your
own neighborhood bar? Are you
wanting to go someplace where ev—
erybody knows your name? Do
you want to relax and have a good
time?
One More Bar and Grill, located
right off Cooper St. on Peabody, is
the perfect place to have all of this
and more.
With low lighting, a small bar
setting and friendly bartenders,
One More provides a great place
for friends to spend time together
and talk.
Friday nights at One More offer
karaoke, which is rumored to be the
best in town. The crowd is always
friendly, and whether or not you
like to sing, it definitely provides
entertainment.

Mon., Mar. 6 & 20
6 p.m., Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
St. John‘s United Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)
One More at2117 Peabody is open nightly offering a graf time for all.
One More never charges a cover
fee and also serves pizza, burgers,
fries and hot wings. The pizza is
excellent, and the burgers and fries
only seem to come in a large size.
Although this location only

serves beer, the comaraderie with
friends and partners speaks for ev—
eryone.
Go and visit your neighborhood
bar, and I guarantee that you‘ll al—
ways have a great time!

FeastHIVfor—infected
Friends and
is a affected
service ofcommunity
Friends Forincluding
life for
the
people livingfamilyand
with HIVfriends.
or AIDS,
their
friends,is
caregivers,
While
the
dinner
free,
thoseto who
able are requested to make a
donation
offsetareexpenses.
Advertisingspace donatedasapublicservice ofTriangleJournal
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In Meerut the representative of T— t <6
the
Hindu fundamentalist political Amritsar
Coming Out in India
group Shiv Sena thundered that the girls had the
was turning "into Lesbos," support of
On June 29, 2003, India held its country
charges of operating a "gay racket"
By Supriya Murkheyee
that
homosexuality
was not a part their fami—
first
gay
pride
parade
in
the
met—
on the Internet and for engaging in
lies. In the
of
the
Indian
tradition.
ropolitan city of Kolkata.
"unnatural sex."
In January of this year, the city
other re—
What
was
curious,
though
not
It
was
a
smallish
affair,
yet
in—
The sting was as carefully
of Meerut in northern India made
ported
surprising,
were
some
of
the
state—
dicative
of
the
growing
self—confi—
the headlines over an incident of thought out as a drug bust, the men
the
ments
coming
of
the
Indian
left.
dence ofthe community. Film and Here we find the anti—globalization cases,
shocking "Sapphoism." The use of duly approached by police acting
w
o
m
e
n
literature
had
already
led
the
way.
"undercover" in an attempt to en—
the archaic term to protest the mar—
were
abused
elements
merging
with
a
critique
In
1999
the
movie
Fire
hit
the
riage rites of two young women trap them into a confession.
capitalism that argues that ho— and publicly shamed by family
Indian theatres in the larger cities ofmosexuality
Further arrests are foreseen, as
betrayed a strangely colonial and
is a decadent post—co— members, including the wider ex—
and
forthe
first
time,
same—sex
love
those arrested are made to talk.
Victorian turn of phrase. Not sur—
tended family that is still the norm
lonial
phenomenon.
became
an
issue
of
legitimate
dis—
The Indian police are supported
prising, since the laws crimin—
in India, as well as friends and the
Sappho
wasn‘t
Indian,
obvi—
cussion at the dinner table.
by India‘s moral police.
alizing homosexuality date back to
neighborhood
biddies.
ously.
But
there
is
a
rich
tradi—
Last
year
a
collection
of
es—
In the smaller cities of India, par—
the colonial era and are still in the
The
Meerutcase
was vicious and
tion
of
same—sex
love
in
the
says
titled
Because
I
Have
a
ticularly those in the "cowbelt" re—
statute books.
f
ugly
tothe
extreme.
One ofthe girls
literature,
art
and
poetry
of
Voice: Queer Politics in In—
gions of the north, Hindu
Section 377 of the Indian Penal
was
so
badly
abused
that she poi—
the
Hindu
and
Muslim
dia
(edited
by
Arvind
fundamentalist values oppose the
Code (IPC), which makes same—
soned
herself.
—
civilizations
in
India,
as
Narrain
and
Gautam
insertion of homosexual rights into
sex acts a crime, stands in direct
Ruth Vanita and At the hospital where she was
the political discourse in the name Bham) was released at
contradiction to the right to per—
Saleem Kidwai ar— taken, a crowd stood protesting
a
New
Delhi
book—
of "Indianness."
sonal liberty and privacy as en—
gue in their book, outside her ward. Her partner‘s
store
with
much
Of course, traditional India has
shrined in the Fundamental Rights
Same Sex Love family treated the whole matter as
fanfare, some—
always "winked at" same—sex prac—
of the Indian constitution.
inIndia: Read— a joke and locked her up. House
thing
that
tices, provided they were not too
In recent years efforts to chal—
ings from arrest — until she came to her
would
have
lenge the constitutional validity of overt, andthe usual proprieties of
senses.
Literature
unthinkable a
heterosexual marriage and children
the statute by various NGOs and
And yet these women continue
and
History
mere five
were observed.
human rights groups have been
to
come out. Their stories are
(2000).
years
before,
There is also a vicious subcul—
stepped up, especially with the
heartrending
and tragic. They risk
These
tra—
according to
growing harassment and black— ture in certain areas of the east that
it
all,
in
neighborhoods
and com—
ditions
not
S a 1 ce m
allows males of upper caste land—
mailing of those suspected of same—
munities
where
everyone
knows
only
tolerate,
Kidwai,
a
lord families to force sex on poorer
sex relationships.
everybody,
and
where
community
they
sanctify
historian and
Unfortunately, it is the police,. or lower caste males. Such activi—
same—sex re— interference (and disciplining) is
advocate of
ties
have
long
been
known.
particularlyin small and midsize
lationships. the social norm.
gay
rights
in
But to predicate homosexuality
towns like Meerut and Lucknow,
It is the Unlike the large cities, where
India.
as a matter of identity and autono—
that are the worst offenders in this.
same
ironic more and more "love marriages"
Persecu—
mous lifestyle, to bringit into the
Days prior to the Sappho inci—
twist
of
his— are taking place, here the arranged
tion
and
ha—
dent in Meerut, the police of public sphere — that, hypocritically,
marriage system is still prevalent.
tory
that
rassment in
¢
becomes unacceptable.
Lucknow arrested four men on
the land of the Kama Sutra It is this custom that is perceived
the large metropolitan cities still made
puritanical about sexuality in all its to be under threat, and so the po—
continue.
lice and the community continue to
But the wealthy and westernized manifestations.
Living Word Christian Cy
Section 377 of the IPC, intro—
avetheirclubsandtheprotections — duced
by the British in 1860, re—
their class.
"A Place For All People ofGays
to "unnatural offences" and
and lesbians further down fers
2489 Broad Avenue
To Worship Together!" the social scale have to put up with "carnal intercourse against the or—
of nature."
viciousness and discrimination, derRead:
901 —452—6272
sodomy and homosexu—
particularly in housing and em— ality
are one and the same thing.
ployment.
It is clear that the law is more
Still, it is in the large cities that targeted
Sunday 10am & 6pm self—help
against men than
groups and activist soci— women. And
Wednesday 7pm
it is the men who
eties are found.
being caught and handcuffed
In Mumbai (Bombay) for in— are
stance, GHAR (the Hindi word for in the parks, streets andalleyways
India‘s cities.
house and an acronym for Gay ofBut
the police are having a
Housing Assistance Resource) pro—
harder
time
with the women they
vides an online housing service.
A Powerful Place
Kolkata has nine gay/lesbian sup— tryIntothecriminalize.
last several years, more
port groups. And among certain
To Belong
and
more
women have braved the:
sections of the straight intelligen—
to tie the knot in temple
<«www.livingwordehristianchurch.net
tsia, there is an openness to alter— decision
(the male priests are
native sexuality that is truly ceremonies
surprisingly nonjudgmental on
remarkable.
Thus it is mainly in the metro— this) and then proceeded to set up
politan
centers of India that a self— house.
Supply on Demand.
This is not just happening in
conscious gay/lesbian rights Delhi
and Mumbai, but in smaller
movement
has
emerged.
Since 1972 Yuletide has succeeded in
like Meerut, Amritsar,
The men and women who are towns
and Allahabad.
meeting the demands of Memphis area
active in it are mostly English. Lucknow
About
two
years ago the police
speaking,
meaning
that
they
belong
businesses. 24—hour customer service. on—
in
Amritsar
brought
in Raju and
to
India‘s
elite,
are
highly
con—
line accounts. and fast "to your door‘
Mala before the court, on the basis
scious
of
the
history
of
the
West—
— delivery are the demands we placed —on —
complaints of kidnapping.
ern movement (the Kolkatta ofBut
the girls argued their case,
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the
marchers were commemorating
the magistrate was forced to
Stonewall), and are "westernized" and
office supply leader in the Mid—South.
that no law was broken
the modern privileging of concede their
Contact us about your officeneeds today.
: . inthethat
marriage was not le—
individual over the social is at because
gal
and
there
was no law against
the base of their claims.
This has created its own kind of two women cohabiting.
end it wasn‘t just police,
reaction. Among the Hindu Right, butInthethe whole
J Yuletide
disgruntled neigh—
it
has
led
to
the
assertion
that
ho—
1245 Sycamore View, Memphis, TN 38134
borhood that had to adjust to this
mosexuality
is
a
Western
perver—
901 —372—8588 : Fax 901—388—0785
new reality.
sion alien to Indian culture.
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upra/a Murkheyee

defy the Jaw.
Last year the city of Kanpur put
two women behind bars for living

together.

Once out of jail, their parents

forced them to stay apart.
There is a long way to go, but
like everything else ‘in this age of
globalization, there is the possibil—
ity of a space—time compression of
events.
The three issues of decriminal—
ization, discrimination and same—
sex union rights are recognized as

a progression of issues, as NGOs
like the NAZ Foundation, a group
working against AIDS; The Law—
yers‘ Collective, a legal rights
group; and most recently, Voices
against 377 challenge the legal bar—

ricades.
Equally heartening is a growing
consciousness among upper class
gay and lesbians that the protec—
tions of class and education are a
privilege they must exploit for the
wider good.
Before they had given them—
selves respectability by rephras—

ing their sexual orientation in
terms of a Westernized sophisti—
cation.
But it has become clear. that
coming out must be a wider pro—
cess and a political act; that the
challenges must be made not just
against the repressive laws, but
the mores, the attitudes and the
small town mentality that charac—
terizes this large and diverse na—
tion.

When

Do You

Rick Kinsinger — Memphis
"Only when you‘re defining
something that‘s extra—
ordinaryily different. But not
in reference to people."

Michelle Smith — Memphis
"I don‘t."

My Coming
Out Story
Continuedfrompage 1
smiledthrough
atmeandpulled
meout
run—
ning
the
crowd.
As
we
gotwe
out
ofthe
club
we
realized
that
hadWenoranideaback
whereto wemywere
going.
office,
but
once
there
wejust
sat
in
the
confu—
sion
of one
our actions.
Latertowegetmetto
before
of
her
gigs
knowOureachconversation
other a littleledbetter.
totowhycon—I
was
married,
and
we
began
nectOurour first
lives.official date was un—
der
theandstars
drinkingwewine
at the
park
talkinguntil
wereboth
exhausted.
We continued
to hide
our
relationship
until
October,
the
day
before
my
second
wedding
an—
niversary.
I told mywithhusband
that
myfriend—
rela—
tionship
her
was
not
a
thather.I needed and wanted
toshipBybeandwith
December,
I washadinouted
my own
place,
my
husband
me
tofamily
my family
and
friends,
and
my
wanted
to do with
herOuror myrelationship
chosennothing
lifestyle.
was wonderful
even
withoutthesupportofmyfam—
ily. ThatTheis Passion
until weoftheChrist.
went to see the
movie
I cameofoutgreatof thelovemovie
with a
feeling
and accep—
American
Cancer
$ociety‘e

Find

It Appropriate To

Ashley Summers — Cordova
"I don‘t ever use it, so..."

Phillip Winters
Oxtord, Miss.
_
‘"Whenever you‘re around
_ your friends, but not with
straight people."

tance.byI knew
IShehadcame
been outgivenof her
love
God.
the
movie
sad
and
confused.
=
_
Theretome,
in thewemovie
theater, un—
known
werebeingripped
apart.to God.
She disappeared, reaching
out
IAfellyearpassed
apart, doubting
God. my
withoutherin
life.Then she showed up at my door.
Ihadofficially
comeoutto
mypar—
ents
and
expressed
how
important
shebewasallowed
to me—that
I needed
her
toparents
into
our
lives.
My
toldandmeallthattheydaywanted
that theyfo
loved
me
meMywasparents
my happiness.
§
had
accepted
me!
Recently,
she has withherre—
left once
again...
still
struggling
ligious convictions.
My heart
is
broken,
but
I
am
grateful
as
well;
for I have
known the love I am
meant
to
have.
Today,
I‘mrelationship
very proud with
of whomyI
am
and
my
parents
hasthatbever
been better!
I
hope
by
sharing
mythem—
story
someone
will
be
able
to
find
selves.
Thanksearchto
you AJWfindmyself
for help—
ing
meonmy
and for loving me the best you
could.
Ifyou comingoutstory,
would like to submityour
personal
youit canto
dot@mglec.org
so by ore—mailing
mailing
it to Tri—
angle
Journal,
892
S.
Cooper
St.,
Memphis, TN38104.
1.800.ACS.2345
www.cancer.org
Hope. Progress. Arnsujers

Use The Word

‘Queer’?

JeremyDavis
— Memphis
Michael!Overton
— Memphis
"Only
when
you‘retalkingabout
"It‘s
only
okay
between
theTV show."
: friends. It‘s not the word
itself,
it‘s
how
it‘s
used."
MistyBurns
Oxford,
Miss.
(aboveleft)
Next month‘s :
"Never.
vulgar
word."I think it‘s a very
Question:
Tatum Williams
Senatobia,
MS
(aboveright)
"All the time. I use it pretty
often."
SueBrew MS
OliveBranch,
"Never!"
&

668 Union Av

£14

Bring your
Buy a Dream!

Volunteers Needed for Office Help and
other areas. Call 278.2091
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The GLBT Press in

Memphis —

30th Year of Printing and

Counting

of respectfrom this writer because
I‘ve been close enough to under—
stand.
Part 2
The following is an adaptation
If a person takes on the task of of a series I wrote when the Tri—
creating, providing or editing any
angle Journal was born in 1990.
periodical, it can prove at the least
Gaze newspaper—Dateline: No—
a chore, at best a shining contri—
vember, 1982. The top stories:
bution and at all times a majorpart Milo Guthrie, openly gay candi—
of life. It never ends—itjust begins
date, was running for the Tennes—
all over again a few minutes after
see state legislature in District 40;
the completed papers are deliv—
Views from 10% (public access
ered.
cable TV) ran a controversial seg—
Expect to be popular, expect to
ment on the Miss Mod II pageant
be very unpopular. Expect much
at George‘s; and Memphis‘ new—
praise and more criticism. Do it as
est big bar was the Body Shop next
long as it‘s enjoyable and then do
to the downtown YMCA. Lastly,
it a little longer because it serves a
Bill Johnson, founder and longtime
good purpose. Then pass it on and editor of Gaze had resigned.
if it‘s viable, other hands will take
The new editors had plenty to —
over.
o
cover in December. Miss Mod was
You will then be an indisputable
still being discussed, the Body
part of our history that is widely
Shop had suddenly closed, and the
accessible and you can tell all your Memphis Gay Coalition had an—
critics to take a flying leap, or nounced new goals and directions.
worse. They will never have any
The program meeting (later
idea what you have been through,
called GayRap) was introduced and
but you will be missed. Count on
a budget for the many Coalition
it.
activities and services was adopted.
I may not like you personally,
Milo didn‘t win.
even intensely dislike you, but you
Memphis was changing and so
will always have a certain amount
would Gaze.
by Vincent Astor

That year came Club South
Baths and Encore Cards and Gifts.
The following year Memphis saw
Old Hash, its first AIDS benefit,
the slogan "Gay Rights Are Civil
Rights"; a new connection with
Nashville and more AIDS articles.
The look of the paper changed
from typewriter to typeset and was
upgraded again in December.
The Wings leather club had
formed and former Memphian
Mike McAdory died in Houston, an
AIDS hero.
"Quick Clips," a column for
small mentions and large gossip ap—
peared for the first time.
ATEAC (Aid to End AIDS Com—
mittee) was founded.
In 1986, Allen Cook and John
Stilwell were honored as the very
first Tsarus Men of the Year.
The Gay Pride march and rally
were not held due to previous poor
attendance, but the River Ride con—
tinued.
Nashville CARES was formed
and Gaze published "AIDS Up—
date" four times as inserts.
BWMT held its Southeast Re—
gional Conference in Memphis and
the Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite in—

stituted a blood plan, along with
ATEAC, which had a long life.
The newspaper went Macintosh
for a typeset look at the end of the
year and has remained so ever
since.
§
Beginning in 1987 GayFest was
held during Pride week and its de—
scendents, Gay Expo and the Pride
Festival, were to take the tradition
into the 21st century.
This writer began to write Quick
Clips and began to be interested in
local GLBT history.
We marched on Washington
again and George‘s closed its lo—
cation on Marshall Street. _
A survey was taken of Gaze
readers. The results came out in
1988 and this quote from John
Stilwell bears repeating: "We also
asked about Gaze newspaper. What
do you like, dislike, want to see
more of, want to see less of. From
the responses, I can only say that
no one will ever be happy with the
newspaper. One person‘s likes fall
into another person‘s dislikes."
Thirteen people had responded to
the survey.
In 1989, George‘s was 20 years
old, Stonewall was 20 years past,
Miss Gay Memphis celebrated its
founding 20 years previous, the
Coalition turned 10 and so did
Gaze.
.
In the summer of 1990, Gaze

published
one of its fin—
est efforts.
HeartStrings
had been a
George‘s had
closed and its
—offginal
o

w

net

5;

,

a;

Vincent Astor
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Saturday

March

11th

'
892 S Cooper St, Memphis TN
___

At

the

MGLCC:

:

Proud

Sponsor of

Mid—South

Pride

—

Family & Friends

Helping Educate Regarding Orien—
‘tation (HERO), a gay—straight alli—
ance on campus, said that chants
are just teh latest incident that
shows GU is struggling to make
gays and lesbians welcome on cam—
pus.
In a letter to the Bulletin, the
HERO membership wrote, "This is
not even remotely the first time that
Kennel Club chanters have chanted
homophobic phrases at basketball
games."
"A lot of people in the Kennel
Club say it wasn‘t them that
chanted ‘Brokeback Mountain,"
Olson said. "But there‘s something
to be said about apathy as well. Stu—
dents didn‘t stop people from say—
ing it."
.— In Friday‘s Bulletin, senior Callie
Monroe wrote a column calling the
chants a case of "outright discrimi—

nation."
"Imagine yourself as a homo—
sexual individual in the midst of
your peers, classmates and friends
during this ‘Brokeback Mountain‘

cheer," Monroe wrote. "I simply do

Receives Award from
TENNESSEE
Black Pride Group
On Jan. 13, Family and Friends
magazine was honored by the In—
ternational Federation of Black
Prides (IFBP).
The award was presented during
IFBP‘s 2006 Technical Assistance
and Annual Meeting‘s welcome re—
ception, held at Best Western
Benchmark Hotel in downtown
Memphis during Martin Luther
King weekend.
"Presented on Jan. 13, 2006, to
the Family & Friends Magazine
with appreciation for your encour—
agement and generous support of
the IFBP and Memphis Black
Pride," the award read.
Family & Friends Managing
Editor Anita Moyt was honored by
the award.

"You have no idea how much
this means to me and to us," Moyt
said to those in attendance upon
receiving the award. "It has special
significance in that it‘s Martin
Luther King weekend and is being
presented to us in the city where
he died and less than a mile from
where he was shot on the balcony
of the Lorraine Motel."
The International Federation of
Black Prides is a coalition of Black:
Pride organizers formed to promote
a multi—national network of GLBT/
SGL (gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender/same gender loving) —
Prides and community—based orga—
nizations.
For more information on the or—
ganization, go online to ifbprides.org.
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over to new editors and staff.
The bad news was, Gaze disap—
Continued from page 10
peared for good by the end of 1990
due to lack of drive and staff sup—
port.
not being active enough to address
The Memphis Gay Coalition dis—
the ID issues and Gaze‘s editors
were viewed as being supportive of appeared in the summer of 1991 for
the same reasons.
the owner of the bar accused of se—
No irregularities were ever found
lective, racially—motivated ID
in the books. The controversies re—
checks, and a frequent advertiser in
solved themselves.
Gaze.
The director of the chorus called The director of the chorus was
later voted out and the chorus it—
for an audit of the Coalition‘s
self disbanded after a number of
books and planned a hostile take—
years.
over. The summer of 1990 was ex—
The good news was that the
tremely painful for everyone
former staff of Gaze founded the
involved and resulted in the offic—
Triangle Journal News which was
ers resigning from the board of the
Coalition in the face of widespread printed faithfully for the next 15
criticism and spite. Gaze was given years.
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not understand how a student body
claiming to live by Jesuit principles
of acceptance and respect for all
can allow anincident like this to
happen and remain silent."

SNI—MTYVAM

Fans of No. 5 Gonzaga have
been asked to stop yelling
"Brokeback Mountain at opposing
players.
The reference to the recent movie
about homosexual cowboys was
chanted by some fans during a
game against Saint Mary‘s and is
apparently intended to suggest an
opposing player is gay.
The chants were the subject of
several classroom discussions over
the past week, and the faculty ad—
visers for the Kennel Club booster
group urged students this week to
avoid "inappropriate chants" dur—
ing the Bulldogs‘ Saturday game

against Stanford, which was na—
tionally televised on ESPN.
"We implore the students of the
Kennel Club to show the nation this
weekend what makes Gonzaga dif—
ferent," Kennel advisers David
Lindsay and Aaron Hill wrote in a
letter in the student newspaper, the
Bulletin. "We challenge the stu—
dents of the Kennel Club to exhibit
the class, the creativeness and the
competitive drive that has become
a founation of this great univer—
sity."
Mark Alfino, a professor of phi—
losophy at Gonzaga, said the mat—
ter had been widely discussed by
faculty and students.
Ryan Olsen, the president of

‘*

Associated Press

"Brokeback Mountain"
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Gay Marriage Documentary
Tying the Knot is shown

t

by Rebekah Hart
On Feb. 13 at Grace St. Luke‘s
Church the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center‘s po—
litical organization Initiative:
Fairness (L:F) and Integrity—Mem—
phis co—sponsored the showing of
the documentary film Tying the
Knot.
Jonathan Cole, convenor of In—
tegrity—Memphis, stated that he
was pleased with the outcome and
immense amount of support the
Memphis community displayed.
He also shared that "many people
are supportive of marriage equal—
ity, both gay and straight, but
aren‘t sure how to promote it.
Now they know how."
The 140 people in attendance
were briefed on the legalities of
gay marriage, including the finan—
cial, political and familial issues
involved. In addition, attendees
were able to relate gay marriage
rights as they pertain to Tennes—
see and the Memphis community.
In Tennessee, however, one of
the most heated topics of discus—
sion is the marriage amendment,

scheduled to be included on the
Nov. 7 election ballot.
The film Tying the Knot exam—
ines the lives of various couples
and the inequalities faced with
legal issues. Countless surviving —
partners were stripped of their
ability to voice opinions when
their partners died because they
were not "legally" married.
To futher illustrate the progress
of gay marriage, the film looked
at the history of marriage and its
legal changes just within the last
100 years.
Chris Davis, a Memphis resi—
dent, was just as pleased as Cole.
"The message definitely needs to
get out."
Another Memphis resident,
John Heizer, stated that he was
impressed with the crowd size be—
cause he didn‘t believe many
people were interested or sup—
portive of gay marriage.
Regardless of one‘s opinion on
the issue, however, one man‘s
statement near the end of the film
resonated with all viewers: "If
you don‘t like same—sex marriage,
then don‘t have one!"

Motorcyclists
by Ryan lenz
Associated Press Writer
Wearing vests covered in mili—
tary patches, a band of motorcy—
clists rolls around the country from
one soldier‘sfuneral to another,
cheering respectfully to overshadow
jeers from church protesters.
They call themselves the Patriot
Guard Riders, and they are more
than 5,000 strong, forming to
counter anti—gay protests held by
the Rev. Fred Phelps at military fu—
nerals.
Phelps believes American
deaths in Iraq are divine punish—
ment for a country that he says
harbors homosexuals.
R
His protesters carry signs thank—
ing God for so—called IEDs — ex—
plosives that are a major killer of
soldiers in Iraq.
The bikers shield the families of
dead soldiers from the protesters,
and overshadow the jeers with pa—
triotic chants and a sea of red,
white and blue flags.
"The most important thing we
can do is let families know that the
nation cares," said Don Woodrick,
the group‘s Kentucky captain.
"When a total stranger gets on a
motorcycle in the middle of win—
ter and drives 300 miles to hold a
flag, that makes a powerful state—
ment."
At least 14 states are consider—
ing laws aimed at the funeral pro—
testers, who at a recent memorial
service at Fort Campbell wrapped

Feds

End

As other denominations

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First

themselves in upside—down Ameri—
can flags. They danced and sang
impromptu songs peppered with
vulgarities that condemned homo—
sexuals and soldiers.
The Patriot Guard was also there,
waving up a ruckus of support for
the families across the street.
Community members came in
the freezing rain to chant "U—S—A,
U—S—A" alongside them.
"This is just the right thing to do.
This is something America didn‘t
‘do in the ©‘70s," said Kurt Mayer,
the group‘s national spokesman.
"Whether we agree with why
we‘re over there, these soldiers are
dying to protect our freedoms."
Shirley Phelps—Roper, a daugh—
ter of Fred Phelps and an attor—
ney for the Topeka, Kan.—based
church, said neither state laws nor
the Patriot Guard can silence their
message that God killed the sol—
diers because they fought for a
country that embraces homosexu—
als.
"The scriptures are crystal clear
that when God sets out to punish a
nation, it is with the sword. An IED
is just a broken—up sword," Phelps—
Roper said.
&
"Since that is his weapon of
choice, our forum of choice has got
to be a dead soldier‘s funeral."
The church, Westboro Baptist
Church, is not affiliated with a
larger denomination and is made up
mostly of Fred Phelps‘ extended
family members.
During the 1990s, church mem—

A federal investigation into
whether former Mayor Jim West
offered jobs to young gay men he
met over the Internet failed to pro—
duce any charges and was closed,
prosecutors said.
3
Assistant U.S. Attorney Mark
Bartlett said Feb. 16 the nine—
month public—corruption inquiry

found no evidence that West "spe—
cifically intended to defraud citi—
zens of their intangible rights for
honest service" — the standard for
federal criminal charges.
The FBI inquiry began in May,
shortly after The Spokesman—Re—
view reported that the mayor had
offered city appointments and jobs
to young gay men he met in an
online chat room.
West, who was recalled from of—

Congregational

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church

bers were known mostly for pick—
eting the funerals of AIDS victims,
and they have long been tracked as
a hate group by the Montgomery,
Ala.—based Southern Poverty Law
Center‘s Intelligence Project.
The project‘s deputy director,
Heidi Beirich, said other groups
have tried to counter Phelps‘ mes—
sage, but none has been as orga—
nized as the Patriot Guard.
"I‘ m not sure anybody has gone
to this length to stand in solidar—
ity," she said.
"It‘ s nice that these veterans and
their supporters are trying to do
something. I can‘t imagine any—
thing worse, your loved one is
killed in Iraq and you‘ ve got to deal
with Fred Phelps."
:
Kentucky, home to sprawling Fort
Campbell along the Tennessee line,
was among the first states to attempt
to deal with Phelps legislatively.
Its House and Senate have each
passed bills that would limit people
from protesting within 300 feet of
a funeral or memorial service. The
Senate version would also keep
protesters from being within ear—
shot of grieving friends and family
members.
Richard Wilbur, a retired police
detective, said his Indiana Patriot
Guard group only comes to funer—
als if invited by family. He said
he has no problem with protests
against the war but sees no place
for objectors at a family‘s final
goodbye to a soldier.
"No one deserves this," he said. __/‘I

Investigation of Spokane Mayor

by John K. Wiley
Associated Press Writer

tell you, "No,"

Roll to Soldier Funerals

Sheridan Lambe,

Lecsw

fice in December by 65 percent of
the voters, said the investigation
affirmed his contention that he had
committed no crime.
The FBI investigation included
interviews of more than two dozen
people and examination of West‘s
city and personal computers, said
Bartlett, who is based in Seattle and
served as special prosecutor. He
declined to say what was found on
the computers.
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Affirmation:
=
(708)733—9590.
GayFri.,&5—10pm,
LesbianSat.—Sun.,
Helpline:4—9pm).
= 1—888—340—GLBT (Mon.—
Gay&LesbianHotline:=1—800—285—7431
(24hr. help&
&transexuals).
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites
Gay(Thu.—Sun.,
& Lesbian7pm—11:45pm.).
Youth Hotline: = 1—800—347—TEEN
Gay&

Mid—South

Initiative:Fairness (Political Committee of the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Community Center). Contact at
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is printed as a
IF@mglec.org. Web site: www.mglec.org/IF
public service, and its listings are free. Agencies and
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Memphis Lambda
businesses listed herein have requested to be listed, but
Center # 901—427—1500 for information.
have not been charged. All phone numbers are area code
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun.
901 unless otherwise noted.
10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm + 2489 Broad Ave=® 452—
(* Indicates Triangle Journal distribution points.)
6272
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852,
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. = 345—0657.
Memphis, TN 38124 = 335—MAGY. Website:
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
www.magyonlline.org
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North White Station —
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Pop—
#683—9649
lar Ave # 274—3550.
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd. = 345—0825
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanists
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins — = 358—
(GALAH): www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah # 327—
8642
2677.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell = 454—7765.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Summer
(MGLCC): 892 S Cooper; Memphis 38104 = 278—
# 323—2665.
4297. Website: www.mglec.org
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd = 396—9050.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—4513.
(MLGCJ): 111 S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. = 373—5760.
38111 = 262—2702, e—mail:
BARS / RESTAURANTS
www.migcj.org
Memphis Stonewall Democrats:
f
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St.
www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org, = 327—
©357—8383
2677
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—5522.
Mid—South Gay and Lesbian Republicans(MGLR):
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place = 272—
groups.yahoo.com/group/MidsouthGLR/
0022.
Mid—South Lambda Professional Alliance (MLPA):
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104 = 278—2867 _
Contact at groups. yahoo.com/group/midsouthlpa
Dish: 948 S. Cooper = 276—0002
Mid—South Pride: Gay, Les—
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison = 725—1909.
bian,
Bisexual,
&
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Transgendered Pride Events
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison = 278—0569
+111 S. Highland, Suite 261
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn = 274—8010.
# 328—6349, website:
One More*: 2117 Peabody = 278—MORE (6673).
www.midsouthpride.org.
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701
Mirror Image: TV/TS support
# 396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall = 362—2989,
group + c/o Barbara Jean
7716 Poplar Ave., Germantown = 757—1212.
Jasen, Box 11052, Memphis,
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove = 320—0026
TN 38111—0052.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. = 274—9794.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave. = 272—7600.
United: 41 S. Century, Mem—
Sessions*: 1278 Jefferson Ave. # 276—1882
phis,
38111.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—0521
www.geocities.com/
mardigrasmemphis
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus
CARDS & GIFTS
Memphis: a social charitable
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—6535.
organization. 7626 Shelby
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
Woods Cove, Memphis, TN
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: = 726—4211.
38125
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office = 283—1089 _
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church: = 266—2626
King‘s Dogsitting Service: = 283—1089
Open Heart Community of Faith: North end of First
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr.
Congregational Church,1000 South Cooper, Rev. John
service, free estimates = 327—6165.
Gilmore = 323—3514.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—
Adelante: support group for GLBT and questioning
FLAG): = 761—1444 Website: www.pflagmemphis.org
Hispanic community Contact: adelante@mglcc.org
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—FLAG):
Alliance: Leather/eviclub +Box 42174, Memphis 38174.
Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—664—6614 for informa—
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
tion, e—mail: burtren@aeneas.com
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Box 41371,
Pink Pistols: e—mail: memphis@pinkpistols.org.
Memphis 38174—1371.
g
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive Christian
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis 38122.
Church « Sun. Service 6:80 p.m., meets at the Center,
Stonewall Tigers: University of Memphis, c/o Stonewall
103 Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—
Tigers, 2522 Campus Postal Station, Memphis, TN
3480.
38152—2521, e—mail: stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/women‘s leather
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074, Memphis
org. 1568 Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
38174, web site: www. bluffcitysports.net.
# 357—1921.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: = 465—4371 —
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: = 323—3111 —
Richard Andrews.
Linda Etherton, 342—4630 — James Bailey.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance
Tsarus: Leather—Leviclub +Box 41082, Memphis 38174—
Club + Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy > 685 S.
1082.
Highland, Memphis 38104 = 272—2116.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA,
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN
PO Box 3541, Univ., MS 38677 = 662—915—7049,
37203, www.equalitytennessee.org.
email: glba@olemiss.edu, website:. http://
4F: Leather/Levi group +698 Pope Dr., Bartlett 38112.
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/giba.
First Congregational Church: Worship Service: Sun.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and community. Alternate
9:30 & 10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm +1000 South Cooper =
Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F Humanities Bldg., Martin
278—6786.
38238, neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Box 1203,
Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am +166
3566 Walker, Memphis 38111 = 678—3339.
Poplar = 525—5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service
COUNSELING SERVICES
Organization + 1384 Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
0855 or # 278—AIDS, www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.
www.alivememphis.com, Individual & Couples
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Service:
Therapy, EMDR, Radiant Heart Therapy. =
Sun. 9 & 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S.
2991, Susan Taranto; 372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Highland, Memphis 38111 = 320—9376, e—
Eric Cassius, L.P.C., C.H.T.: Hypnotherapy, Individual,
mail:office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
Group, Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Ser—
Sliding
scale fee available. = 685—5491 for appoint
vice/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm
ment.
* clo Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd = 525—
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper # 844—4357.
6602.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential Healing Cen—

Community Resources

Lesbian Switchboard: = 278—4297 — 24hrs.
LINC: = 415—2700.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: = 272—
2020
£
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline(Mon.—
Fri., 3—9pm) = 1—800—399—PEER.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: = 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: = (617)
899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett
Rd., Senatobia, MS 38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662)
292—0823 or (662) 292—0046..
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 So. Front St.,
Ste. 206 = 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law 100 N. Main, Ste 3310
©525—0417.
~ Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law: 5118 Park ,
Ste 232, = 684—1332.
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison = 523—8912.

Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group
Sales—Events Coordinator: E. Ryan Dougherty = 762—
0056.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing
therapeutic, full—body massage/sports massage. By
appointment. = 377—7701.
Mike Warkentin, LMT: By appt. = 218—0669. Inbalance
Fitness, 794 S. Cooper
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish
massage # 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
Tom Pitman: Swedish/Deep tissue — Hot stone
massage .
#©761—7977.
e—mail:
tompitmanmemphis@yahoo.com
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine +Box 771948,
Memphis 38177—1948, = 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234,
email: FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal: Free monthly newspaper published
by Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center —
Box 11485, Memphis, 3811 1—0485 = 229—5877, Fax:
454—1411, email: memphisTJN@aol.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
y Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer # 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison = 726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to express your
sympathy to family, friends, co—workers, clients. =
578—9107; www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton Crossing
# 358—0062
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—0521.
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals,
Box 3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 = 615—794—5047,
email: info@diversitybuilder. com,
www.diversitybuilder.com
Doing Business In Memphis: A Sales Leads Direc—
tory www.memphisbusiness.com.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors, Intimate Occa—
sions, Lunch to Go, BasketGrams & Everyday Ser—
vices # 276—1935, email: griswrk@hotmail.com, http:/
html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & meditation
classes = 682—0855.
Love SongGreeting Cards: Specializing in greeting
cards forlovers only «P.O. Box 676, Horn Lake, MS
38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, service & repalr
Heating & A/C. +1447 National, = 327—6887, 327—
©7395.
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: http://
hometown.aol.com/paranormal38111/ghost.html.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: Antiques, Art,
Painted & Unusual Furnishings +2228 Central # 725—
0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr. exp., ref.,
onsight est., « = 274—0281 evenings or weekends.
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting = 725—9216.
Paggios for Hair Salon: = 274—3944.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house sitting by
competent, caring couple # 726—6198.
Professional Pest Management: # 327—8400
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner
to highly advanced #278—1384
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood = 503—
8376 or 649—3270.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —Lesbian
Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services «Box 11187, Memphis 38111—
0187 # 324—4999, e—mail: vtiadmin@vantek.net.
www.TheFunStartsNow.com: Professional magicians,
live animals, clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs,
pony rides & illusionists—fund raisers = 358—7258—
Nicholas Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney Developments:
194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2,
Germantown = 753—7222, 458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson Realty:
757—B West Poplar Ave. = 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: =
377—1057.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S.
Cooper = 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company:
54 S. Cooper = 278—4380.
TRAVEL
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Travel Agency,
Sherman Perkins, 52 N.. Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Member Interna—
tional Gay & Lesbian Travel Association = 465—2936.
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Calendar Listings in Bold type take
place at GLBT venues or are
specifically GLBT—related.
Calendar Listings in non—bold type take
place at GLBT—friendly venues or are of
interest to the GLBT community

REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
452—6272 — ipm
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles"—
* Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study & Worship
Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
Celebration — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Cooper) — (901) $28—3514 — 7:30pm
South Coooper) — (901) 323—3514 — Jam
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School
and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
SUNDAYS
(901) 320—9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org — —* Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
9:45am and 11am
* Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bow! —
* First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo,
(901) 722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and
* Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
10:30am
&
R
* Bingo — Sessions— 8:30 m
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901)
* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
* Karaoke Smack Down — J—Wag‘s — 9pm—2am
® L1v1ng Word Christian Church — Mornmg and
* Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm
Evening Worship Services — (901)452—6272 — 10am
* Drag Show — Sessions— Midnight
and 6pm
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES _
* Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper
and Bible Study — (901) $20—9876 —
office@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)

MONDAYS
+ Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —
Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
* Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournaments — One More, Pumping Station — 8pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm

MARCH 2006

TUESDAYS
* Women‘s Rugby Practice — Audubon Park — 6:30pm
* Phoenix AA — Open AA group — Grace—St. Luke‘s Chuch,
1790 Peabody — spm
* The Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
energy practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
320—9376 — 7pm
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA
(766 South Highland) — 7pm
* Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
* Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
_
* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm
WEDNESDAYS
* Frontrunners 3—mile run, Overton Park Pavilion, 6pm
* Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
e nghts Out — Come Party in the Dark — Metro
THURSDAYS
* Thursday Night at the Gaiety — GLBT Film Series,
MGLCC, 7 p.m.

COMMUNITY CALENDAR

1
+ Fellowship Supper, Holy
Trinity, 6pm
+Men‘s Potluck, MGLCC,
6:30 pm —

2
* MGLCC‘s Evening at the
Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7pm Another
Country
+ Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Holy Trinity, 7pm

3
See regular Friday events
*Cafe Q, Coffee House
MGLCC, 7pm featuring Jen
and Kim

+Adelante, MGLCC,
5
1—3pm
— Brothers and Sisters

— Bluff City Sports Assn.,
MGLCC, 6pm

7
«Blue Suede Bears Board
Meeting, MGLCC, 7pm

8
«Fellowship Supper, Holy
Trinity, 6pm

+MGLCC‘s Evening at the
Gaiety Film Series,

10
See regular Friday events
+Cafe Q, MGLCC, 7pm

Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6pm
‘MGLCC Board Meeting,

+ Perpetual Transition,
MGLCC, 6:30—7:30pm
+Blues Bash Meeting,

+The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
«Phoenix AA, 1720

+ Stonewall Democrats _
Movie Night, MGLCC, 7pm,
Bush‘s Brain

MGLCC, 7pm Lost and
Delerious
+ Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,

featuring Show Tunes Sing—
Along Night with Vincent —
Astor & Friends.

MGLCC, 6—8pm

MGLCC, 7pm

Peabody, 8pm

+ Lambda Professionals 1 2

Leadership Mesting, MGLCC,
sel
, MGLCC,
°F.
+
pyass

+ Brothers and Sisters Bowling,
Winchester Lanes, 6pm

+ WAC, First Congo, 6:30pm
* Meeting of
Bachelors &

1 9
Bachelorettes, MGLCC, 4pm
«Brothers and Sisters
Bowling, Winchester Lanes,
6pm
7
+ St. Patrick‘s Invitational
Bowling Tournament, Barlett

+ Friends for Life
6—8pm, Call
Coffee House, mean
272—0855 for location

—» MGLCC Counseling
Planning Meeting, MGLCC
6:30pm

Group, HTCC,
+The
j Caring
iod
«Phoenix AA, 1720 Peabody,
Spm

» Integrity Meeting,
Calvary Church, 6:30pm
+ Outflix Planning Meeting,
MGLCC, 6:30pm
*The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
«Phoenix AA, 1720
Peabody, 8pm

+ Perpetual Transition,
MGLCC, 6:30pm
+ Blue Suede Bears,
MGLCC, 7pm

3

+ Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm, Call 272—
0855 for location
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s
Fellowship Supper, Holy
Trinity, 6pm
+ Women‘s Monthly
Potluck, MGLCC, 6:30pm
22.
* Fellowship Supper, Holy.
~Trinity, 6pm

«Volunteer Appreciation,
MGLCC, 6:30pm
«The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
«Phoenix AA, 1720
Peabody, 8pm

1 6
*«MGLCC‘s Evening at the
Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7pm Show Me
Love
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Holy Trinity, 7pm

23
+MGLCC‘s Evening at the
Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7pm Edge of
Seventeen
+Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,

:

See regular Friday

1 7

events
+Cafe a, » MGLCC, , 7 pM,
Latin Dancing with Adelanté
* St. Patrick‘s Invitational
Bowling Tournament, Barlett
Lanes (Through Mar. 19)

See regular Friday

24

events
Annual Bachelor/
Bachelorette Auction,
7:30pm, Quetzel Café

Holy Trinity, Zpm
29

217

26
+ Brothers and Sisters
Bowling, Winchester Lanes,
6pm

14

1 3

«Fellowship Supper, Holy
Trinity, 6pm

* Beta Epsilon Chapter of
Beta Phi Omega, MGLCC,
2—5pm
* Alpha Chi Upsilon
Sorority, MGLCC, 6:30pm
+ Alliance Club Night,
Pumping Station, 10pm

+ Beta Epsilon Chapter 1 1
of Beta Phi Omega, MGLCC,
2—5pm
+BluffCity Sports Ass‘n
Recruitment event, MGLCC,
5md—South Pride Town Hall
f

MGLCC, 6:30pm

Holy Trinity, 7pm
&

*

4

30
* MGLCC‘s Evening at the
Gaiety Film Series,
MGLCC, 7pm Ethan Mao
+ Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Holy Trinity, 7pm

31
March Triangle Journal
Due Out
— Q—Café Coffee House,
MGLCC, 7pm, Boy and Girl

«Beta Phi Omega,

MGLCC. 2—5pm

1 8

Mm?
2:30 pm
eeting,Bl'fé'l‘ésé. 2:30
+ Monthly Potluck and
BirthdayParty,MGLCC, 6pm
+ Alpha Chi Upsilon Sorority,
MGLCC. 6:30pm
*Tsarus Club Night, Pumping
Station, 10pm
25

* Movie Night, Sessions, 8 p.m.
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy
Trinity Community Church —
(901) 438—2427 — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s —
~ 8pm
/

* Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
* Karaoke Night — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 9:30——
11:30pm
—
* Amateur Show — Metro —
11:30pm

Larry Timmerman

Bill Johns

Antique Warebouse #Hlall
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

mes
6 io o ~ oa w p w b —

2nd
cummens Street

3rd Street

I

Dabbles
4th Street

Inz & Outz
MGLCC
Danny Thomas Blvd
Playhouse on the Square

cany

Bellevue

J—Wag‘s
Lorenz

SATURDAYS.
* Frontrunners 2—mile run, The Pier parking lot
(Union and Riverside), Jam
* Women‘s Rugby Practice, Harbortown Greenbelt
Park on Mud Island — Jam
* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. — MGLCC —
278—
4297 — 7 pm
* Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Karaoke— Sessions 8:30 p.m.
* Drag Shows — Allusions Entertainment Center —
10:30pm & 12:15pm
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. Metro Memphis
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sat, Feb. 18
Pumping Station
1382 Poplar Ave.

levi—leather club .

13. The Jungle

L3

Thursday Evenings
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

THE REv. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.ov., pastor

Eleveland St.
12
=
Watkins

0
$
§

Wednesday Night
Study
7:00PM

HOLYTRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH

11. Paragon Lounge
—

Worship Service
11:00AM

m Nasim
Phone: 901—320—926
.
Website Address: www.holytrinitymemphis.
Email Addresses:
s
Church Office: office@holytrinitymemphis.org

Clubs and Restaurants
. Backstreet
. Bogie‘s Delicatessen
. Crossroads

=_MaIn.StGeL

. Friends for Life

| Welcome

Sg7s-42197S- l7)pm us. tam
* Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity
a
Community Church —
(901) 320—9876 — spm
* Karaoke — One More — 8pm
* Pool Tournament — Crossroads —
8pm
* Ladies Night — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10pm
* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping
Station — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet —
Midnight

Front Street

Businesses and
Other Points
of Interest
. Aloysius Home
. Circuit Playhouse

o 7 m O0 o w »

FRIDAYS
* First Congo Films — First Congre—
gational Church — (901)
278—
6786 — 7pm & 9pm
* MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights —
Community Center —
(901)

.’n‘,_'l3y Appointment Only
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AND

NOW

A

WORD

FROM

YOUR

TEETH...

<g>

Painful teeth, swollen

We pride

gums, ugly stains and

ourselves on

bad breath are

|_

fairness and

We strive to
Make your

messages from your

open—mindedness. .

provide
|

teeth saying, "We

teeth feel good
again. Call us

need help!"

—

comfortable
freatment with a

today, we‘ll
soft, gentle touch.
listen.

William

79

N.

NORTH

MEMPHIS,

BETWEEN MADISON & POPLAR

_

~
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Offer valid for 30 days
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